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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.
Step 1
First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome
works best
Step 2
Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a
default page like the one below
Step 3
Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the
appy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by
step
Step 4
Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake
Step 5
Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when
you change something, learn by doing
Step 6
Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one
Step 7
When you move onto section 2 making the appy bird game then it is a
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything.
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you
Json
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When you rst open up the web page in the browser you get a default
page like this
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Looking at the buttons
Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most.
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are
not sure then leave everything to the default settings.
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Introduction
This is primarily about data les in the .json format. This covers how they
are created and can be used. JavaScript makes good use of this data le
type as do other coding languages.
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Introduction
Data is formatted in many different forms, two very common ones are CSV
or JSON which are easily accessed by computers, from those les types
you can access the data in any form or order you like.
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Add 4.1.1 simple json data le (part 1)
This is just a simple sketch with one bubble described as an object and
drawing it lled with yellow.
sketch.js
let bubble

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
bubble = {
x: "200",
y: "300",
diameter: "100",
colour: color(255, 255, 0)
}
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
fill(bubble.colour)
circle(bubble.x, bubble.y, bubble.diameter)
}
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Simple yellow bubble

Notes
Creating a simple dataset of one yellow bubble with x, y co-ordinates and
a diameter. The bubble is an object with those elements. This works ne
for one bubble but what if you want 100 different circles. It can be
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improved by putting the data in a separate .json
data le.

simple json data le (part 2)
Next we create another le and give it a name bubble.json and adapt the
sketch.js to reference it. First the .json le.
bubble.json
{
"name": "bubble",
"x": "200",
"y": "300",
"r": "255",
"g": "255",
"b": "0",
"diameter": "100"
}

Notes
You can check if the format is correct because it does need to be. The
following website will do that by you copying and pasting into the website
and it will return the result.
https://jsonformatter.curiousconcept.com/# is a way of checking if the
json is OK.
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simple json data le (part 3)
Now the sketch...
sketch.js
let bubble

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
bubble = loadJSON("bubble.json")
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
fill(bubble.r, bubble.g, bubble.b)
circle(bubble.x, bubble.y, bubble.diameter)
}

You should get exactly the same result
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simple json data le (part 4)
There is a possibility that the draw() function might run before the data
has loaded. In the above example it didn’t happen but, there again, it is a
very small le. Below is a way of preloading the data before anything is
done with it. To get round this we use the preload() function.
Remove the code from the setup() function
sketch.js
let bubble

function preload()
{
bubble = loadJSON("bubble.json")
}

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
fill(bubble.r, bubble.g, bubble.b)
circle(bubble.x, bubble.y, bubble.diameter)
}

Notes
Again you should get exactly the same result as before
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Add 4.1.2 more complex json (part 1)
This is the bubble.json

le with two bubbles, a red bubble and a green

bubble. The bubble is now an array called bubble[]. The bubble[0] is the
red bubble and bubble[1] is the green bubble.
bubble.json
{
"bubble": [
{
"name": "a red bubble",
"x": "200",
"y": "300",
"r": "255",
"g": "0",
"b": "0",
"diameter": "100"
},
{
"name": "a green bubble",
"x": "250",
"y": "150",
"r": "0",
"g": "255",
"b": "0",
"diameter": "50"
}
]
}
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more complex json (part 2)
We can now draw these two bubbles. We create a variable called data and
the json le is loaded into that data variable.
sketch.js
let data

function preload()
{
data = loadJSON("bubble.json")
}

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
fill(data.bubble[0].r, data.bubble[0].g, data.bubble[0].b)
circle(data.bubble[0].x, data.bubble[0].y,
data.bubble[0].diameter)
fill(data.bubble[1].r, data.bubble[1].g, data.bubble[1].b)
circle(data.bubble[1].x, data.bubble[1].y,
data.bubble[1].diameter)
}
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We pull all the data from the .json
file and then use each of the elements

Challenges
1 Add more bubbles
2 Add different shapes
3 There is some useful json data on GitHub which you can copy and create
your own json le and try to pull data from it. The link is: https://
github.com/dariusk/corpora/tree/master/data have a go at using this
datasets and see what you can do.
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Add 4.1.3 birds data.json le (part 1)
On my website (thehappycoder.org) you can download the json le for this
by clicking on the thumbnail. You can then just upload the le straight in
(like you did with images and sound). You will have to rename the le
birds.json once uploaded
or
Go to the website https://github.com/dariusk/corpora/tree/master/data
click on the links: data > animals > birds_antarctic.json then click on raw
and copy the whole data. After creating a le called birds.json paste the
data in as is. You should have something like this.
birds.json
{
"description": "Birds of Antarctica, grouped by family",
"source": "https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
List_of_birds_of_Antarctica",
"birds": [
{
"family": "Albatrosses",
"members": [
"Wandering albatross",
"Grey-headed albatross",
"Black-browed albatross",
"Sooty albatross",
"Light-mantled albatross"
]
},
{
"family": "Cormorants",
"members": [
"Antarctic shag",
"Imperial shag",
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"Crozet shag"
]
},
{
"family": "Diving petrels",
"members": [
"South Georgia diving petrel",
"Common diving petrel"
]
},
{
"family": "Ducks, geese and swans",
"members": [
"Yellow-billed pintail"
]
},
{
"family": "Gulls",
"members": [
"Kelp gull"
]
},
{
"family": "Penguins",
"members": [
"King penguin",
"Emperor penguin",
"Gentoo penguin",
"Adelie penguin",
"Chinstrap penguin",
"Rockhopper penguin",
"Macaroni penguin"
]
Json
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},
{
"family": "Shearwaters and petrels",
"members": [
"Antarctic giant petrel",
"Hall's giant petrel",
"Southern fulmar",
"Antarctic petrel",
"Cape petrel",
"Snow petrel",
"Great-winged petrel",
"White-headed petrel",
"Blue petrel",
"Broad-billed prion",
"Salvin's prion",
"Antarctic prion",
"Slender-billed prion",
"Fairy prion",
"Grey petrel",
"White-chinned petrel",
"Kerguelen petrel",
"Sooty shearwater"
]
},
{
"family": "Sheathbills",
"members": [
"Snowy sheathbill"
]
},
{
"family": "Skuas and jaegers",
"members": [
Json
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"South polar skua",
"Brown skua"
]
},
{
"family": "Storm petrels",
"members": [
"Grey-backed storm petrel",
"Wilson's storm petrel",
"Black-bellied storm petrel"
]
},
{
"family": "Terns",
"members": [
"Arctic tern",
"Antarctic tern"
]
}
]
}

Json
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Birds data.json le (part 2)
In sketch.js delete code and start again. Now we are going to pull all this
data out and present it using DOM elements without a canvas. So just
preload() and setup()
sketch.js
let data

function preload()
{
data = loadJSON("birds.json")
}

function setup()
{
noCanvas()
let birds = data.birds
for (let i = 0; i < birds.length; i++)
{
createElement('h2', birds[i].family)
let members = birds[i].members
for (let j = 0; j < members.length; j++)
{
createElement('p', members[j])
}
}
}
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Notes
The ‘h2’ refers to the HTLM markup for a header size 2. The ‘p’ is the
HTML markup for a paragraph. The createElement() is a p5 DOM library for
creating HTML. So in this case you are downloading all the data from the
json le as data. The birds variable pulls out the array of birds in the json
le. There are two loops, the rst one gets the names of all the bird’s
families and the second nested loop gets all the members of that family.

Challenge
1 Try other data sets on that website
2 Try to pull out individual speci c birds or family of birds

Keep birds.json for the next part

fi
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An extract from what you should see
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Add 4.1.4 asynchronous callbacks
Important you will need the bird.js from the previous example
In sketch.js delete code and start again. You can’t preload data that is
constantly being updated like the weather. So you upload it asynchronously
as well as using it at the same time. Therefore there is no waiting for new
data and the programme stops each time. The previous example was a
synchronous way of loading data. This introduces callback (gotData) for
when the data has been downloaded.
sketch.js
let data

function setup()
{
loadJSON("birds.json", gotData)
}

function gotData(data)
{
console.log(data)
}

Notes
If nothing happens make sure that you haven’t called it preload instead of
setup

Json
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An extract of the data in the console

Notes
We load the data from birds.data and get a callback when it is done by
executing the function gotData(). The variable data inside the gotData
brackets is the variable that receives the data. The console log will show
the data.
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Add 4.1.5 saveJSON()
How to save a json le. Click on the canvas and then nd the saved le
and open it with whatever software it offers otherwise use one of the
sketches above to open it.
sketch.js
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
textSize(20)
text('click here', 50, 50)
}

function mousePressed()
{
createStringDict({
triangle: 3,
square: 4,
pentagon: 5,
hexagon: 6,
heptagon: 7,
otagon: 8
}).saveJSON("vertices")
}
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Opened the file using Visual Studio
Code
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